
2022 POLICY UPDATES AND RESOURCES

Harnessing the Power of the IHS Community



IHS’ Community-Based Focus

• International recognition of the value of hearing aid 
professionals/specialists 

• Federal & state advocacy, education, and guidance on 
potential changes to the hearing aid delivery system

• Maintaining robust training and professional development 
standards, resources, and events

• Providing tools and advocacy for greater managed care 
participation, success, and compliance

• Creating connections between members for meaningful 
collaboration and sharing

• (And more!)

WE are all about YOU



Current State in Brief

• Research points to the value of hearing healthcare, and 
consumers are becoming more aware.

• Hearing loss treatment is in the national and global spotlight. 

• The demand for hearing healthcare services/professionals is 
strong. 

• The development and application of practice standards and 
compliance are critically important.

• Entry of OTC hearing aids to the market.

• Medicare expansion, if passed, will affect your patients and 
business.

WE are all about YOU



IHS Advocacy: Medicare

Current political status:

• Democrats in power of White House and Congress through 2022. There 
will be a split government in 2023 as the Republicans have taken control of 
the U.S. House of Representatives. 

• Medicare expansion to cover hearing has been identified as a top priority 
for several Congressional Democratic leaders.

• IHS has been working on this issue for 2.5 years to advocate for 
appropriate and fair policies (lobbying, coalitions, etc.).

• The primary vehicle  for passing Medicare expansion in the current session 
of Congress would have been the FY2022 budget reconciliation bill. 
However, with the Democrats only having a simple majority of 50 votes 
and the tiebreaker, they were unable to include Medicare expansion in the 
approved package. Senator Sanders (I-VT) offered up an amendment 
which would have expanded Medicare access to include dental, vision, 
and hearing, however the measure was ultimately defeated 3-97.  

• IHS will continue to monitor this issue for the remainder of the current 
session of Congress. 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND WE are all about YOU

https://lahmayer.com/2008/07/10/new-medicare-bill-passes%E2%80%94-registered-dietitians-celebrate/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


IHS Advocacy: Medicare

• Original Congressional proposal covered hearing aids for 
Medicare Part B beneficiaries with severe to profound HL 
every five years provided by audiologists or physicians.

• IHS advocacy focused on:
1. Hearing aid specialists be added to the list of Medicare providers to 

provide hearing evaluations and hearing aid dispensing services

2. Coverage to include both hearing aids and hearing aid dispensing 
services, including those services consistent with the standard of 
care

3. Hearing aids be defined as prosthetic devices; to meet the need of 
the individual; and beneficiaries be granted the ability to “top up”

4. Beneficiaries be able to access hearing aid specialists and 
audiologists directly for hearing aid services

WE are all about YOU



IHS Advocacy: Medicare

What did IHS Advocacy accomplish?

WE are all about YOU

In the House-Passed Bill (11/2021):

➢Hearing aid specialists added as 
Medicare Practitioners, 
authorized to provide 
assessment services and order 
hearing aids as primary points of 
entry for beneficiaries.

(Bill expanded to cover those with 
moderately severe HL beginning 
January 1, 2023.)

In the Senate Finance Bill 
(pending):

➢Hearing aid specialists added as 
Medicare Practitioners and 
Suppliers, authorized to provide 
hearing aid evaluation services 
and order and deliver hearing 
aids and related services, as 
primary points of entry for 
beneficiaries.

(Bill also covers those with 
moderately severe HL beginning 
January 1, 2023.)



Visit IHS’ Federal Advocacy webpage for 
more or bit.ly/IHSMedicare.

IHS Advocacy: Medicare

WE are all about YOU

Stay Informed Spread the WordRespond to Calls for Action



IHS Advocacy: OTC Hearing Aids

• On August 17, 2022, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
released their final rules to establish a regulatory category for over-
the-counter (OTC) hearing aids and making related amendments to 
update the regulatory framework for hearing aids. 

• The move enables consumers 18 years of age and older who have 
perceived mild to moderate hearing loss to directly purchase OTC 
hearing aids from retailers. 

• A license is not required to sell an OTC hearing aid. Licensed (and 
unlicensed) professionals may sell, service, market, dispense, or 
distribute) OTC hearing aids, and states may not enact restrictions or 
require a special licensing for these activities.
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IHS Advocacy: OTC Hearing Aids

• The FDA made several changes to the October 20, 2021, original 
proposed  rule including: 

• lowering the maximum sound output to reduce the risk to 
hearing from over-amplification of sound (111-117 dB SPL)

• revising the insertion depth limit in the ear canal (10 mm 
from the tympanic membrane)

• requiring that all OTC hearing aids have a user-adjustable 
volume control

• simplifying the phrasing throughout the required device 
labeling to ensure it is easily understood.
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IHS Advocacy: OTC Hearing Aids

• Since the release of the rules, IHS has been working with a coalition 
of the Academy of Doctors of Audiology, American Academy of 
Audiology, American Speech-Language Hearing Association, 
Amplifon, Hearing Industries Association, and Hearing Loss 
Association of America to evaluate the potential effects of the rules 
and determine if additional action was necessary. 

• Of particular concern was whether the FDA’s approach and new 
rules, without clarification, could affect the delivery of hearing aids 
by licensed professionals, which the group agreed they could. These 
concerns centered around the use of the term “prescription hearing 
aids” and medical evaluation requirements, how the federal rules 
could be interpreted by states, and how state laws could be applied.
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IHS Advocacy: OTC Hearing Aids

• The coalition met with the FDA on September 23, 2022, to discuss 
these concerns. The agency agreed with the coalition that it was not 
the agency’s intent to limit the abilities of hearing aid specialists and 
audiologists to dispense prescription hearing aids. On October 13, 
2022, the FDA responded by issuing a “Dear State Official” clarifying 
that the final rule: 

• Does not change the necessary qualifications of who may 
provide hearing healthcare with prescription hearing aids, 
including the recommendation, selection, fitting, and dispensing 
of these devices;

• Does not require an additional professional to take actions (for 
example, does not in any way require a physician’s involvement 
prior to fitting these devices); and

• Does not require an examination of any kind to obtain a 
prescription hearing aid.
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IHS Advocacy: OTC Hearing Aids

• FDA intends to apply existing practices for monitoring the 
market and will take action, including enforcement as 
necessary and appropriate. Should stakeholders wish to call 
FDA's attention to potential concerns that we may not 
otherwise learn, including potential regulatory misconduct, 
they may file a report sometimes known as a trade complaint.

• Anyone may file a complaint, and FDA encourages people to 
include supporting and contact information for possible follow 
up questions. However, the reports can be anonymous. More 
information about the process is available on FDA's website: 
https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/ medical-device-
safety/reporting-allegations-regulatory-misconduct.

WE are all about YOU



Read IHS’ comments and access other 
information via bit.ly/IHSOTCWebpage.

IHS Advocacy: OTC Hearing Aids

WE are all about YOU

https://bit.ly/IHSOTCWebpage


IHS Advocacy: Fit to Serve
• IHS remains committed to its campaign to enable Veterans to attain hearing care 

through hearing aid specialists. 

• In 2016 and 2020, IHS attained passage of federal bills that authorize and direct 
the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to hire hearing aid specialists at each of 
the VA’s 170 Medical Centers.

• VA released national hiring qualifications in March 2022.  They fall short of 
meeting the needs for veterans by limiting providers who would be eligible for 
VA employment; and undermine the valuable services hearing aid specialists can 
contribute to the VA team.

• IHS is continuing engagement with Congressional Veterans Affairs leaders, who 
have championed our cause, to seek explanation and resolution. These 
champions, the chair and ranking members of both the House and Senate 
Committee on Veterans Affairs, recently sent a letter to the VA requesting 
feedback on these hiring qualifications and seeking clarity on the process. IHS 
will be sure to continue to monitor this issue as the deadline for hiring is quickly 
approaching. 

• IHS is pleased to report that there have been job postings for hearing aid 
specialists in several states including Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, 
Florida, Oklahoma, Indiana, Iowa, Texas, Utah, and West Virginia
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IHS Advocacy: Fit to Serve

With national qualifications for hearing aid specialist in place, 
IHS can use them to bolster our efforts to:

• Attain an update to VA Audiology policies to enable 
hearing aid specialists to contract with the VA

• Pursue ways to use the Community Care Program to 
deliver hearing aids through VA contracting

Stay in touch and learn more
at: www.Fittoserve.us

WE are all about YOU



IHS Advocacy 

WE are all about YOU

• IHS tracks and works directly with its state and provincial 
chapters on bills and regulations that would affect the profession 
and patients you serve.

• We engage with coalitions to raise awareness of hearing care, 
hearing aid professionals, and join efforts when needed.

• We advocate for hearing aid specialist recognition in federal and 
state programs, and with health plans and credentialing bodies.

• For example, through IHS advocacy, CAQH now allows hearing 
aid specialists to use its ProView product for credentialing, which 
is required by many health plans for participation!



IHS Advocacy: International

WE are all about YOU

• International Organization for Standardization released its 
Hearing Aid Fitting Management (HAFM) standard in 2020.

• IHS representation on the work group ensured the standard 
reflects the role of hearing aid specialists and U.S. practice.

• ISO is now developing a Telehealth HAFM standard, with 
IHS again represented. 

ISO 21388:2020, Acoustics —
Hearing Aid Fitting Management 
is available for purchase through 

ISO or ANSI



Please Donate
All our advocacy work relies on 

voluntary donations. To make a secure 
donation using your credit card, 

please visit: 
bit.ly/2022IHSDonation

or use the QR Code Below!

https://bit.ly/2022IHSDonation


Professional Tools and Resources

WE are all about YOU

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://teachonline.ca/tools-trends/making-most-open-educational-resources-oers/building-open-educational-resources-whats-next
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Licensure Preparation

WE are all about YOU

Resources for apprentices and trainers:
• Trainer Toolbox featuring best practices for recruiting and hiring, leadership 

and management, and skills for mentoring

• IHS Clinical Practice Guidelines and policy statements

• Webinars for clinical and business skills

• Interactive exercises for apprentices – trainers get the answer key and 
explanation

• Test questions designed to build knowledge and confidence before licensing 
exams

DISTANCE LEARNING 
& TRAINER PACKAGE



Licensure Preparation

WE are all about YOU

The first and only official 
PREP tool available for the 
International Licensing 
Examination (ILE). Subscribers 
get instant access to: 

Prepare. Perfect. Pass.

Learn more at 
ihsinfo.org/testprep

• 200+ previously-used exam 
questions

• Topic-level feedback

• Flashcards relevant to ILE questions

• Two practice exams with instant 
results



Gain a Competitive Edge

WE are all about YOU

The Tinnitus Care Provider 
Certificate Program 
empowers participants to:

Virtual, January 27-29, 2023

Register at ihsinfo.org/tinnitus

• Provide relief to their patients with 
tinnitus

• Attract new patients to grow their 
practice

• Quantify and qualify tinnitus for 
their patients

• Immediately integrate tinnitus care 
into their clinic





z

What is new with 

NBC-HIS?

✓ Branding Guide

✓ Digital Badge

✓ E-Newsletter

✓ Logoed Business Tools and 

Products

✓ Updated Testing Forms in 

2021 and New Study Guide 

Development in 2022!



z
Steps toward Board 
Certification

1. Review the requirements

Current State/Provincial dispensing license (or 

registration) and meet a minimum of 2 years of full-time 

dispensing experience within the last 5 years (or a diploma 

from an approved accredited program).

2. Complete and submit the application

Include copy of license (registration). Include letter from 

employer attesting to two years of experience. Pay $225 

application fee.

3. Review the Study Guide

4. Schedule the exam



zWhat’s YOUR
why?
“My colleagues have spoken highly of 

you and recommended I apply.”

“Known about it for years, just need to get it done.”

“I have known about the NBC-HIS since getting in the 

business in 1992 but have never taken the exam and 

feel the need to become certified now.”

“I found out about NBC-HIS when I started down this 

career path. It was a goal for me to obtain BC-HIS.”

“My company greatly encourages board certification.”

“Ever since I became a trainee, my sponsor instilled in 

me that obtaining my NBC would be great in the 

future.”



z

Learn more about 
Board Certification 

A Mark of 

Excellence

An 

Achievement
Assures the Public 

of Expertise

info@nbc-his.com
www.nbc-his.com

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjD0qW9op_mAhVuTt8KHehADuQQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https://demandspring.com/blog/you-are-a-nurturer/hello-my-name-is-expert/&psig=AOvVaw3XW4gmZKnV64eomeQGUKin&ust=1575661427487595


Health Plan Credentialing

WE are all about YOU

• Hearing Aid Specialists can now use CAQH ProView for 
managing their credentialing data - which means less paperwork, 
less time, and an improved ability to apply for insurance networks 
that rely on CAQH for credentialing decisions.

• Until IHS intervened, hearing aid specialists had no identifier in 
the ProView program, affecting their ability to use this program, 
which is essential for participation in many health plans.

To learn more, go to 
bit.ly/IHSCAQH or 

IHS’ Practice 
Management page.



Strengthen Compliance Activities

WE are all about YOU

• Exclusively for IHS members, the 
Compliance Plan Development Guide 
offers the small hearing aid business a 
step-by-step outline for developing a 
compliance plan, tips to increase its 
effectiveness, and a sample plan.

• If you don’t yet have a compliance plan 
or want to refine your existing one, 
check it out!

The IHS Compliance Plan Development Guide is 
available for FREE download on the IHS member 

website, under Resources.

Effective use of a compliance 
plan contributes to:  
• Minimizing organizational and 

individual risk

• Preventing and detecting 
unethical/illegal conduct

• Establishing a uniform process 
and procedures for staff and 
business associates to follow



Health Insurance

WE are all about YOU

• Protect yourself, your family, your employees with affordable 
Healthcare Insurance Options.

• IHS has partnered with LIG Solutions to offer IHS Members 
affordable health insurance coverage for individuals, families, 
and businesses/ employees with Major Medical, Medicare, 
Short Term Policies, Vision, Dental, Critical Care, and 
Supplemental Insurance Coverage as well as Health 
Reimbursement Arrangements (HRAs)! 

Visit the Resources section of the 
IHS Member website: 
myhome.ihsinfo.org



At IHS, our mission is our members.

Other benefits of being part of the IHS community:

✓ Concierge-level service

✓ Online community, the hearing hub

✓ Advocacy for your profession

✓ The Hearing Professional Magazine – digital & print versions

✓ Soundboard e-newsletters

✓ Exclusive website content

✓ Free and discounted products, including coding/billing resources and 
OfficeMax discounts

✓ Free CE transcripts

✓ Wallet card, membership sticker for wall certificate

✓ Earn All-Star rewards, recognition, and gifts

✓ Patient referrals through web and Hearing Aid Helpline

WE are all about YOU



Not an IHS member yet?
Don’t delay. JOIN NOW!

ihsinfo.org

Already a member? Thank you for your support and 
membership in IHS!

Questions? Contact IHS at 734-522-7200 or 
membership@ihsinfo.org
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